
Charter Squid Plug: Top
choice for imitating small
squid. Durable plug body
when bluefish are present. 

CHARTER SQUID PLUG

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

When fish are related to shoreline structure, this trolling
technique is designed to cover the transition zone from
deepwater haunts to the shallow feeding grounds. Slow
trolling the Hogy Perfect Tube or Charter Slider are top
imitator presentations.

HOGY STRIPER TROLLING PLAYBOOK

SHORELINE TROLLING (*TROLL SCAN) APPROACH
Find the depth stripers are hanging in relative to the shoreline. Fish
will be shallower in low light conditions, out deeper mid-day and high
sun situations. Use fish finder to dial in bait schools and mark fish. 

Perfect Tube: The large
profile of the Perfect Tube is
easily seen from a distance.
Very high return on energy.
Imitates large sea worm or
eel.

Slider: Best option when
large baitfish are dominant
forage in the area. Imitates
large pogy, mackerel and
herring. 

Weighted Softbaits:
Imitative baitfish profile can
be trolled at a variety of
speeds. Heavy thumping tail
calls fish in from a distance.

Schools of baitfish get swept by the tide over the sand bar
or reef, making them vulnerable to stripers that are lying
right on or behind the tip line, waiting in ambush to pick
off unsuspecting prey. 

Approach the rip head on.

Weighted Hogy Original:
Effective imitator of squid
and baitfish. Erratic
swimming action is ideal for
finicky fish. Top colors:
Amber, Pink, Bone.

SHORELINE TROLLING

SHORELINES & RIPS CHANNELS & OPEN WATER
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Work the lower third of the water column. Stripers will often
reside close to the bottom, but can also suspend towards the
mid water column. Use fish finder to dial in best depth. *Take
boat out of gear, if needed to drop on a target.

Keep a keen eye out for bottom structure changes. Reefs,
boulders, mussel beds and other hard structure will hold fish at
a higher frequency. Mark these structures and adjust trolling
direction to approach structure from all sides.
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3 BEST BETS
SHORELINE TROLLING

PERFECT TUBE LURE

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

RIPS TROLLING

3 BEST BETS
RIPS TROLLING

SWINGING A RIP TROLLING APPROACH
1

2
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WEIGHTED HOGY ORIGINAL

Perfect Squid: Durable HD
body design ideal when
bluefish are present. 
Imitates large squid.

PERFECT SQUID LURE

GEAR GUIDE

About 200 feet in front of the rip, begin a turn to start positioning the
boat so that it is parallel to the rip.

Keep heading this direction until the lines are almost parallel to the rip
or maybe 20 feet in front of the rip.

WATCH VIDEO

PLUG TROLLING RIPS

Turn up tide, and away for the rip. This will allow your lures to swing
over the rip in a horizontal presentation before changing direction to
follow the boat up tide. This is where the strike will usually occur.

Once the lures pull out of the rip, repeat the process. 
NOTE: You can walk back and forth over a tight area.
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SOFTBAIT TROLLING RIPS



3 BEST BETS
CHANNEL TROLLING

PERFECT TUBE LURE

3 BEST BETS
OPEN WATER TROLLING

Slider: Best option when
large baitfish are dominant
forage in the area. Imitates
large pogy, mackerel and
herring. 

PERFECT TUBE LURE

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

Perfect Squid: Durable HD
body design ideal when
bluefish are present. 
Imitates large squid.

Channels are tricky spots to troll. Not only do you often
have super strong currents to deal with but you have boat
traffic to contend to. Even though you are fishing, the
boats traveling through the channel have the total right of
way. The burden is on you to move out of the way, even if
you are hooked up to a very large fish. 

HOGY STRIPER TROLLING PLAYBOOK

CHANNEL TROLLING APPROACH
Troll with the Tide:  Always. It will allow you the most control
and the ability to drop on bottom dwellers. It also looks the
most natural in strong current since most baitfish have no
option but to ride the tide. Your lures, therefore, will look the
most natural.

Trolling open water areas can be very productive when
good signs of fish activity are present. This can be the
obvious such as surface feeds, bird activity, or large bait
schools. When fish are deep, bait pods can be located using
electronics and fished at specific depths.

CHANNEL TROLLING
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CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

OPEN WATER TROLLING

OPEN WATER TROLLING APPROACH
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Pound the signs & stay glued to the fish finder. Tracking a surface feed or
following suspended bait is imperative.

Make A Lot of Short Passes: Your best bet is to reel in and run
up tide and repeat.
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FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

Perfect Tube: The large
profile of the Perfect Tube is
easily seen from a distance.
Very high return on energy.
Imitates large sea worm or
eel.

Weighted Softbaits:
Imitative baitfish profile can
be trolled at a variety of
speeds. Heavy thumping tail
calls fish in from a distance.

Weighted Hogy Original:
Effective imitator of squid
and baitfish. Erratic
swimming action is ideal for
finicky fish. Top colors:
Amber, Pink, Bone.

Change Lure Colors Often: Since you will be going over the
same spot again and again, be sure to change colors. For
whatever reason, I have noticed that stripers will often shut
down on a color and fire back up on a new color. I’ve had days
where I needed to do this very three passes or so.
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When fish are located, drop the boat out of gear for a moment to allow
baits to drop, then accelerate back into gear to trigger a reaction strike.

Make frequent turns, doing so will move your baits up and down in the
water column, assisting in locating active fish.

Change colors often. Finding the hot color, whether natural or attractor
colors, can turn a cold bite into a hot one once dialed in.

SHORELINES & RIPS CHANNELS & OPEN WATER GEAR GUIDE

Perfect Tube: The large
profile of the Perfect Tube is
easily seen from a distance.
Very high return on energy.
Imitates large sea worm or
eel.

PERFECT SQUID LURE



High impact, heavy-duty rigging, bluefish friendly!
Designed for faster trolling speeds to 4mph.
HD internal weighting for top to bottom trolling.
Imitative and attractive color patterns. A great squid imitator!

The action is “built-in.” The Hogy Slider features a wider, more
erratic swimming movement as opposed to the frantic, vibrating
action of a lipped bill plug.
Excellent for "jig and troll" presentations.
This lure has neutral buoyancy, meaning it has a horizontal
descent when sinking. This is a very natural presentation, so a
series of pauses are recommended on the retrieve.
Excellent herring and bunker match.

Ultra-realistic, erratic swimming action. 
Highly interactive, can be fished with several retrieve styles.
Top choice for squid imitation on finicky fish.
Light weight, ultra-dart and, wriggle.

Ultra-Flex Parabolic Action
Easy To Store 5'6" Length
Premium-Grade Cork Grip
Graphite Reel Seat
Fuji Guides

Avet JX6/3 2-Speed
Daiwa Saltist STTLD30-2SPD
Shimano Talica 16II TAC16II

Extra length ideal for clearing lines & 

The long butt section works well for 

Double duty for bottom fishing, and 

Best used with lead-core or in-line 

Hogy Hybrid Trolling Rod: We've designed this ultra-fun rod to be the
perfect blend of parabolic action, length, weight, and function for light
tackle inshore and offshore trolling. This no-frills workhorse
conventional rod addresses the challenges we've had finding suitable
tackle for trolling the Hogy Perfect Tube and Perfect Squid.

Why Parabolic Action and what is it? These rods offer a softer bend from
the rod tip towards the butt section. This forgiving utility allows the
angler to feel every pull of the drag and stroke of the fish's tail. This
forgiveness is beneficial for trolling, allowing the rod to absorb the strike
and offer firm hook sets while used for trolling applications.

Hogy Perfect Trolling Rod Features:

Recommended Reels:

Long Rod (Musky Rods): I think that musky rods are the best-kept secret
in saltwater fishing. In this particular case, I like musky rods for trolling
on boats with outboards as the added length helps clear propellers. They
are also great for clearing lobster pots when trolling in fishy areas.
Another nice feature is that they are light, and have long butt sections
which make it easier for youngsters to sit down and fight a fish. I pair my
musky rod with lead core line, but they play great double-duty rods for
bottom fishing, live bait for stripers, and throwing large wooden striper
plugs.

Long Rod St. Croix Musky KD01910 8' :

       around obstructions.

       seated fishing.

       casting large plugs.

      trolling weights.

Pre-tuned perfect swimming action. No bending needed!
Heavy-duty construction, ball bearing, premium VMC Rigging.
Designed for tactical slow trolling on leadcore, wire or weighted.
Can be trolled naked or tipped with seaworms.
Play with trolling speeds. Often, intermittent surges will draw
reaction strikes.

Ultra-HD 220lb construction. 
Multiple weights for trolling depths to 40 feet.
Simplified inshore trolling on light tackle conventional setups
using braid or mono line. 

 

You can search large areas easily and easily adapt to a tactical approach.
You can target deep moving fish most effectively.
Trolling is the ideal technique for larger boats with more than just one or
two anglers.
Trolling is a great technique for beginners because it requires less time to
develop the skills needed to become proficient.

Out of casting, jigging and trolling for striped bass, I would say that trolling is
the most practiced technique for stripers. The basics of trolling for stripers are
easy for novices to pick up quickly, but there are also many advanced trolling
techniques to learn that can help in catching more fish under specific
conditions.

Here’s what I love about trolling for stripers:
1.
2.
3.

4.

HOGY STRIPER TROLLING PLAYBOOK

MUST HAVE LURES
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CAPT. MIKE'S INSHORE TROLLING OUTFIT

PERFECT TUBE

Hogy Perfect Tube:
"Tactical Slow Trolling"

PERFECT SQUID

Hogy Perfect Squid: 
"High Speed Search Bait"

HOGY SLIDER

The Hogy Slider: 
"Imitative Medium Swimmer"

HOGY ORIGINAL SERIES

Weighted Hogy Original:
"Tactical Softbait"

HOGY IN-LINE TROLLING WEIGHT

The Hogy In-Line Weight: 
"Inshore Trolling Simplified"

TROLLING ROD TIPS

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

SHORELINES & RIPS CHANNELS & OPEN WATER GEAR GUIDE

Protail Paddle Swimbait
"Troll Scan Thumper"

Imitative baitfish profile.
Heavy thumping action calls fish from a distance.
Excellent choice for quickly covering ground using troll scan tech.
Multiple baitfish imitating color patterns available.

HOGY PROTAIL PADDLES

VIEW THE ROD



Ultra-Flex Softbait.
Heavy Thumping Action. Slow Rolling Action. Big Bait Trolling Imitator.

For nearly 15 years, the Hogy
Original Series has been a
mainstay in the large softbait
spectrum. With a wide variety
of rigging options available,
the Original Series can be
rigged as a topwater or
subsurface presentation. For
slow and low methodical
presentations, an weighted
swimbait hook will allow an
angler to wiggle and dart the
eel  below the surface, drawing
savage strikes from the most
finicky of stripers.

The Hogy Protail Paddle series
offers a variety of lure sizes,
weights and colors to easily
match the hatch. Choose an
appropriate size swimbait and
begin fan casting areas where
stripers are holding. The
Protail Paddle offers a heavy
thumping action at medium to
medium fast retrieves, perfect
for calling fish in from a
distance. Impart the jig a troll
technique for pause and drop
reaction strikes.

Featuring a perfectly pre-
tuned swimming action, the
Hogy Perfect Tube has become
a staple for deep water striper
trolling. Best when trolled
down or cross current, these
tubes can be trolled past 40
foot depths. Designed for
lead-core, wire line or in-line
trolling weight applications.
Impart speed pauses and
pulses to trigger strikes from
finicky fish. Works fantastic
with the jig and troll
technique. A perfect
presentation for new and
veteran anglers alike.

The Hogy Charter Grade
Slider is our top choice for
quickly covering open water
areas when fish are keyed in
on large profiled forage.
Consistent side to side
swimming motion at medium
speeds, paired with speed
pauses and "jig and troll"
technique allows for a variety
of retrieve styles. Imitative
baitfish colors for matching
the hatch on a variety of
forage. Heavy-duty trophy
grade rigging for the season's
biggest stripers & blues.

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.TROUBLE SHOOTING STRIPERS

Finicky Stripers staged tight 
to structure feeding on large
squid or herring.

TACTICAL TWITCH
ORIGINAL SERIES EELS

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

HEAVY THUMPING
PROTAIL PADDLES

SLOW ROLLERS
PERFECT TUBE

BIG BAIT
CHARTER SLIDERS

When stripers are hugging
tight to structure, the Hogy
Original offers a tactical,
erratic presentation to trigger
strikes from finicky fish.

THE SOLUTION

Stripers keyed in on baitfish
loosely scattered over larger
areas.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When Stripers are spread out
over large areas, find a quick
and effective method for
covering water quickly is
crucial for success.

THE SOLUTION

Bottom hugging stripers
feeding on eels or sea worms.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When stripers head deep, the
Perfect Tube's slow rolling
action draws strikes in the
toughest conditions.

THE SOLUTION

Stripers keyed in on large
bunker, scup or herring.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
Open water stripers, moving
quickly following schools of
large baitfish.

THE SOLUTION

Hogy Original 7"-10" Protail Paddle Perfect Tube Charter Slider


